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Irrespective of whether a scientific article is published in a 
printed or an electronic journal, the structure and layout of 
the first page of a journal article are important for several 
reasons. The prime reason is that readers should be motivated 
to read at least the title and the abstract, if not the entire 
article. The second reason is that, in spite of the commonly 
available digital material, scientists and technicians tend to 
build up a ‘library’ of their own in the form of photocopies of 
relevant articles. Such copies of articles are often restricted 
to the first page, because the abstract should provide all 
relevant information in a condensed form. In addition, a 
well-designed first page facilitates retrieval of the complete 
article, which researchers may consider useful if the data in 
the abstract are insufficient for their purposes. All relevant 
data should therefore be clearly indicated on this page. Van 
Loon (19951) suggested that the most relevant data are the 
following:

(1) the source of the article, that is, the title of the 
journal,
(2) the title of the article, 
(3) the name(s), affiliation(s), address(es) and email 
adress(es) of the author(s), 
(4) the keywords (if used), 
(5) the abstract. 

Since 1995, some more aspects have become important, 
particularly:

(6) the digital object identifier (DOI),
(7) the dates of (a) submission, (b) acceptance, and (c) 
publication.

As a service to readers and documentalists, the page 
numbers of the first and last pages of the article may be 
provided as a useful addition. For the same reason, the 
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) may also 
be provided. A complete reference may also be provided, 
including the numbers of the first and last pages; this is best 
done either before or just underneath the abstract. Several 
journals also mention an abridged title of the journal, 
sometimes with the remark that references to the article in 
any other work should be made in that specific form. Such 
a form may, obviously, conflict with the rules for references 
proposed by other journals. Suggesting how to refer to the 
article in other journals is therefore not advisable. 

Some journals, for example, the various Public Library 
of Science (PLOS) journals add even more information 
on the first page, such as possible conflicting interests and 
funding, but these data are better published at the end of 
the article. 

6.1: Requirements and preferences for the first page of 
journal articles 
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It seems beyond any doubt that an article will be 
retrieved more frequently if it can be traced easily. Frequent 
retrieval has three important potential advantages: a more 
complete check of the entire contents of the article (which 
might reduce the too frequent practice of authors referring 
to articles when they have read only the abstract); more 
complete data in the reference lists of manuscripts (which 
would lighten the task of desk editors considerably); and 
more income (for databases from which the material is 
retrieved, and consequently in most cases for the journal 
too). 

Publishers, database exploiters, editors, and authors thus 
have a common interest: the first page of an article should 
contain data that allow effective searching in databases, and 
so also allow the source of the article to be traced. 

The source of an article 
An article that does not explicitly mention its source is 
hardly traceable if only a reprint or a first page is available. 
To avoid any chance of an article not being traceable, it 
is therefore essential that at least the name (title) of the 
journal, the number of the volume (the issue number 
should be provided if each issue starts with page 1, though 
this type of page numbering should be avoided because of 
the potential confusion), and the publication date or year 
are clearly indicated on the first page of each article. With 
respect to the title of the journal, it becomes increasingly 
important to avoid abbreviating the title, not only because 
abbreviations facilitate incorrect journal names in reference 
lists, but particularly because of the rapid growth of journal 
titles, several of which might be abbreviated in the same 
way.

The ISSN is sometimes indicated on the first page, but 
this is actually duplication: it refers to the journal’s title. 
Moreover, confusion may arise because, in spite of the 
fact that an ISSN should be used exclusively for one single 
journal title, experience shows that journals may change 
their title but keep the same ISSN (for example, Geologie 
en Mijnbouw/Netherlands Journal of Geosciences). A 
consequence is that some ISSNs refer to journal titles that 
start with, for instance, volume 35.

Some journals print a logo on the first page of each 
article, for instance beside the authors’ names and addresses. 
This helps readers to recognize the source journal and is 
in addition a way for the journal to promote itself. This 
practice, which seems to have nothing but advantages, has 
become more common since the 1980s. 
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author should be provided. 
Email addresses should be provided not only for the 

corresponding author, but also for all the co-authors. 
Practice shows us that scientists move frequently to other 
places (and they may be absent because of holidays, illness, 
or some other reason), and in such a case the co-authors 
must be approachable by interested readers.

The addresses and affiliations of the authors, as well 
as their email addresses, should preferably be printed 
immediately below their names, although a footnote on 
the first page is also acceptable. The addresses should not, 
however, be printed on the last page of an article (as is still 
done by some journals8), as the information will be lost 
when only the first page is copied. 

Addresses should be unambiguously linked to the 
corresponding authors’ names. For instance, three names 
should not be given with two addresses without indicating 
a distinct relationship. The relationship should be indicated 
by a superscript number, rather than by a symbol (symbols 
are more difficult for readers to take in and may also suggest 
a meaning that is not intended: in many countries, for 
example, the commonly used sign † indicates a deceased 
author). 

Keywords 
Keywords form the body of most databases. They therefore 
deserve close attention. When no keywords are provided in 
an article, the database staff will provide them themselves. 
(Note that in some cases, for example Medline, the staff will 
always select their own terms and not use those provided 
by the journal – see their FAQ page: http://www.nlm.
nih.gov/bsd/indexfaq.html#keywords) Since the staff of 
many databases have less expertise in the subject than the 
authors and the editors, it is advisable that authors suggest 
keywords and that the editors remove or replace keywords 
that are inadequate or superfluous and insufficiently to 
the point. In addition, they should add keywords that, 
as they (should) know, are useful in a literature search9. 
Some keywords may be derived from the title and the 
abstract10 and from headings and subheadings, although 
some databases automatically add the main words from 
the title to the keywords. In choosing keywords, one should 
consider possible synonyms.

The final keywords should be printed in a conspicuous 
place, preferably just underneath the abstract. This makes 
sense only if an abstract is short enough to leave space for 
the keywords on the first page. Journals that do not impose 
restrictions on the length of an abstract should place the 
keywords just above the abstract, to guarantee that the 
keywords can be found on the first page. 

The abstract 
There are two main types of abstract: indicative abstracts 
describe what is detailed in the article, and informative 
abstracts summarize the objectives, methods and results in 
a concise way. This second type is by far preferable. This is 
mainly because readers want to be able to extract results 
from the abstract rather than just knowing what has been 
investigated (this should be reflected in the title!), but 

also because many databases supply complete abstracts to 
their customers, who have the same interest as the journal 
readers. 

The typography of abstracts has long been largely 
determined by outdated library requirements. When 
neither electronic texts nor photocopiers were available 
many journals included, in addition to the abstracts 
within the articles themselves, separate sheets with printed 
copies of the abstracts. These could be cut out and glued 
on archive cards (thus building some kind of database). In 
most countries, standardized cards measured 12.5 x 8 cm 
(width and height). The abstracts were therefore usually 
printed to a measure of about 12 x 7.5 cm, to fit on the card, 
which is a fairly limited size. Almost all journals therefore 
decided to print the abstract in a smaller type size than the 
body of the text, even though it was realized that this made 
reading more difficult, although the abstract is – apart from 
the title – the most frequently read part of an article. 

Nowadays there is no need to adhere to a maximum 
size of about 12 x 7.5 cm, since abstracts have become 
electronically retrievable, and also since photocopying 
may provide individuals with the complete abstract. 
There are consequently only arguments in favour of an 
easily readable typeface and size, with optimum use of the 
available width of the page. Only adherence to tradition 
and an insufficient understanding of the history of abstract 
usage in libraries can explain why numerous journals still 
print their abstracts in a reader-unfriendly way (which is 
also unduly space-consuming).

In whatever typeface or size it is printed, an abstract 
and the other data mentioned in this section should ideally 
fit on the first page of the article, so as to be available to 
readers in a complete form even if they possess only the 
first (photocopied) page. 

Additional data
Progress in the way of scientific-information transfer (for 
example, electronic publishing in various ways and through 
various platforms), as well as scientific (priority rules) and 
financial aspects (grants) demand ever more data related 
to the publisher, journal, article, and author. The most 
important are nowadays, as mentioned above, the DOI and 
several dates.

Just like codes have been developed to identify an author 
unambiguously, a method has been developed to do so with 
individual articles. This is done through the DOI, used 
particularly for articles that can be retrieved electronically. 
DOIs should be applied for through registration agencies, 
which are co-ordinated by the International DOI 
Foundation. As DOIs can be most helpful in retrieving 
articles, editors or publishers are strongly advised to apply 
for DOIs and to print an article’s DOI at a prominent place 
on its first page. See CrossRef (www.crossref.org) who 
manage the allocation of DOIs for scholarly literature and 
are described in Chapter 6.5.

Dates of submission, revision, acceptance, and 
publication of an article are, as a rule, essential for only a 
limited number of sciences. Nevertheless, priority rules 
become ever more important. Printing these data on the 

The title of an article 
The title is perhaps the most relevant part of an article, not 
only for potential readers who want to find at a glance what 
the article is about, but also for the sake of retrievability.2 
If just one part of an article is stored in a database, it is the 
title. This implies that the title also forms a main source of 
information during a literature search. 

It is therefore surprising that titles do not always reflect 
the contents of an article clearly. This may be on purpose, 
in the hope of attracting more readers by making the 
title intriguing rather than self-explanatory (particularly 
American authors tend to do this), or by mistake 
(typographical errors in titles, particularly in symbols, are 
often overlooked during proofreading), or just through 
ignorance (young authors often do this, and referees don’t 
always notice). Whatever the reason, it is a major task of the 
editor to check whether the title of a manuscript reflects its 
contents sufficiently well and is unambiguous.3 If not, the 
author should be asked to change the title and perhaps also 
be told how this should be done. 

Title wording 
The title should be easily, rapidly, and correctly understood 
by both the scientific or technical reader and documentalists 
who must store or retrieve the article. Problems may arise 
if the title is excessively long, too full of abbreviations or 
symbols or both (see, for example, an article in Nature: 
TACI and BCMA are receptors for a TNF homologue 
implicated in B-cell autoimmune disease), fails to indicate 
the contents well enough, or suggests that the contents are 
nonscientific/technical or even nonsense (see, for example, 
the title of an abstract of a meeting of the Geological 
Society of America: Yucca Mountain is not a mountain - 
it is a rolling hill, it will not hold nuclear waste. Our way 
of looking at the mountain is that it is on the move, it has 
always moved from generation to generation). 

Title typography 
The typography of a title is as important as the wording: 
titles written in capitals are difficult to read and are easily 
misinterpreted. The use or non-use of capitals may even be 
incorrect, for instance in the case of biological taxonomy,4 
chemical formulas, geological stratigraphy, or scientific 
units (common misunderstanding arises from the letters 
m and M if a length is indicated, and the commonly 
found symbol ‘Km’ does not mean ‘kilometre’ but ‘kelvin 
metre’!). Capitals in the title should therefore be used only 
if prescribed by spelling or scientific rules (but in this case 
they are obligatory). 

Subtitles are necessary in only a few domains and should 
be avoided if possible. If unavoidable, the typography 
should preferably follow the rules for the main title, but the 
letter size of the subtitle may be smaller so that it can be 
distinguished from the main title. 

Author identification
The scientific responsibility for an article lies primarily with 
the author(s) (see Chapter 3.6). A reader must be able to 
trace the authors even if only a photocopy of the first page 

is available. The editor should therefore check carefully 
whether the names and affiliations of the authors are spelled 
correctly in the manuscript and in the proofs: authors are 
often sloppy in this respect, particularly when they type or 
proofread the name of a co-author. It is also important to 
clearly identify which author should be contacted as the 
‘corresponding author’ – this is the person to whom initial 
enquiries should be sent. Usually it is the first author, but 
not always.

Authors’ names
It must be possible to identify the authors of an article. The 
name of an author should therefore be unambiguous. There 
is a problem, however, if authors do not always use exactly 
the same name,5 for instance after marriage. Another 
problem arises when it is not clear which names are given 
names and which are surnames: with the rapidly increasing 
number of Chinese authors, this becomes a great problem, 
also because Chinese scientists living in the West tend to 
place their given names before their surname, in contrast 
to usage in China.6 Yet another source of confusion is the 
difference in names that have been transliterated.7 Many 
other possible pitfalls are discussed elsewhere in this 
Handbook.

Another problem is that the increasing number of 
scientists nowadays results, particularly in countries where 
the number of surnames is restricted, in an ever growing 
number of identical author names (for example John 
Smith, Jitao Wang). As scientists also tend to change their 
affiliations during their career, this may hamper identifying 
a specific author. For this reason, several attempts have 
been made to identify an author unambiguously by a 
specific code (author identifier). The most recent initiative 
is ORCID (http://about.orcid.org/) which was launched at 
the end of 2012. Although previous initiatives have failed 
to work well since they relied on authors to remember to 
update their information, it is possible that this initiative 
will be more successful because it is being integrated into 
online submission systems. Editors should watch the 
development of this system and be prepared to incorporate 
such identifiers with the authors’ names. (A few authors in 
this handbook include their ORCID identifier within their 
affiliation.)

Authors’ addresses 
A completely different aspect of author identification is the 
author’s address. Nowadays two types of addresses need 
be indicated: affiliation and location (for identifying the 
source of the information) and an email address (for fast 
communication). 

The authors’ affiliations are important to present 
correctly, and should include the name of the institution, 
relevant department or faculty, and the location. For 
example, ‘Department of Life Sciences, Texas A&M 
University, Corpus Christi, USA’. The naming of the 
institution shows where the research was developed. Note 
that the affiliation should show where the work was done, 
and if the author’s address has now changed this should 
be indicated (often in a footnote). The affiliation of each 
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first page of an article is therefore not always required, but 
as this may change in the future, editors are encouraged to 
do so. This may be in a footnote or immediately after the 
abstract or keywords. 

Additional suggestions 
The space left on the first page after the above data (title, 
abstract, etc.) can be used for the beginning of the running 
text, possibly including one or more figures. However, a first 
figure that takes all the remaining space, leaving no room 
for any of the main text, should be avoided. In general, a 
small figure on the first page can help to draw the attention 
of potential readers. 

Footnotes 
Some journals use footnotes on the first page to provide data 
that other journals tend to publish at the end of the main 
text. Such data may include acknowledgements, number 
of the contribution in the framework of an institute or a 
research project, grants received, statements about (non) 
conflicting interests, funding, etc. Authors’ addresses are 
sometimes also published as a footnote on the first page 
instead of immediately underneath the authors’ names. 

For reasons of readability and layout, there is a tendency 
to restrict the number of footnotes as much as possible. 
One should also be aware that a footnote on the first page 
may distract the readers’ attention from more relevant data. 

Articles not starting on a new page 
To save space, some journals do not start each new article 
on a new page. This can cause problems with retrieval or 
correct referencing, or both, as not all the information 
discussed here is to be found on the first page. As a rule, 
those responsible for the layout should take care that the 
source, title, and authors’ names should be together on 
the first page, preferably with the address(es) where the 
author(s) can be contacted. The editor should check this 
in the proof stage. If the essential details do not fit on the 
remaining part of a page underneath another article, the 
editor should take care that the article starts on a new page, 
even if this implies that some blank space is left on the 
previous page. 
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The way scientific journals are presented should not only 
appeal to readers immediately after publication but should 
also help scientists and documentalists to trace and retrieve 
the contents. This refers to the journal as an entity as well 
as to its individual issues. This is true for both printed 
and electronic journals. Facilitating tracing and retrieving 
articles is important for the publisher and the author – and 
therefore also for the journal editor – because easy retrieval 
leads to more frequent consultation by scientists and 
potentially to greater citation – which in turn can increase 
the journal’s impact factor. 

Printed journals require more aspects to be considered 
than electronic journals in order to facilitate tracing and 
retrieval of individual articles. The following aspects of 
issues and volumes are important for tracing the articles 
published in printed journals:
•	 title and International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) 

of the journal, 
•	 title and editor of special issues, 
•	 number of volume and number of issue, 
•	 year (and sometimes month/week/date) of publication, 
•	 numbering of pages, 
•	 list of contents, 
•	 indexes, 
•	 inclusion in databases,
•	 the masthead.

These topics should be carefully considered, but in 
practice editors and publishers usually pay insufficient 
attention to them. 

Title and ISSN 
Scientific journals are, in principle, identified in a truly 
unambiguous way by their title (although, for instance, two 
journals exist with the title Nature) and by their ISSN. This 
is a great help in article retrieval. In the case of (almost) 
identical names, care should be taken to provide additional 
information, for instance Nature (France). If publishers or 
editors are careless, the value of these identification marks 
may be reduced. 

More problems are appearing when journals are 
published in an international language (such as English) 
with almost identical (translated) titles to those published in 
their national language. This is compounded when journals 
close, re-open, or move to different publishers. For example 
it is possible to find a Chinese-language journal online 
called “China Population Resources and Environment” 
(ISSN 1002-2104) with articles being uploaded currently; 

6.2: Requirements and preferences for individual issues and 
entire volumes of printed journals 
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the journal’s name is indicated on the cover in both Chinese 
and English. The same journal, with the same name (in 
English only) is present online-only without any traceable 
ISSN) at the Science Direct website, but contains only 2 
volumes (2007 and 2008) that contain English translations 
of the Chinese-language journal. There is also an English-
language journal “Chinese Journal of Population Resources 
and Environment”. This journal, originally published by the 
same Publisher as the Chinese-language journal, is aimed 
at an international readership, and is NOT a translation of 
the Chinese-language journal. This journal was initially 
published by Shandong Normal University (ISSN 1004-
2849), then jointly by this university and Higher Education 
Press (Beijing) (ISSN 1004-2857), and since 2013 by Taylor 
& Francis (still ISSN 1004-2857).

The title of a journal 
True journals without a title probably do not exist: most have 
a clear title. There are even journals that have two or more 
titles, sometimes because they are published in a bilingual 
country or by an international organization. A dual title 
can also result from the amalgamation of two journals, or 
by the wish to change the journal’s title in a gradual way 
(an example is Geologie en Mijnbouw, which is gradually 
changing into the Netherlands Journal of Geosciences). 
Many journals also have a subtitle. It is, unfortunately, not 
always clear whether such a subtitle should be considered 
as part of the title, for instance because the layout of the title 
and subtitle is ambiguous, or because there is a discrepancy 
between the title on the cover and the title as mentioned 
within the articles (for example, in the abstract or in the 
instructions to authors). A third possibility for confusion 
arises when a journal is split into two or more specialized 
journals with the same title but with a different subtitle or 
addition to the title. 

The above situations may cause serious problems when 
a documentalist looks for a specific journal in a library. 
If data have to be retrieved from an electronic database, 
ambiguities in the journal’s title may easily make an article 
from the journal untraceable. It is therefore important that 
the title of a journal should be unambiguous and used 
consistently. If a journal’s title is changed, the publisher 
should take care that no confusion can arise, for example, 
Journal of Sedimentary Research (formerly: Journal of 
Sedimentary Petrology). 
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back to the old title again, published with consecutive 
numbers. This should, obviously, be avoided. From a data 
storage/retrieval point of view it is strongly advisable to 
have a change of title (and thus of ISSN) accompanied by 
renewed volume numbering (starting with volume 1 again). 
Most publishers (especially learned societies), however, 
prefer continuous numbering usually because they think 
that high volume numbers give an impression of tradition, 
reliability, and high quality. 

This idea may also be behind the bad practice of many 
recent journals of a well-known science publisher. This 
publisher used to publish volumes of some 300 pages 
(often numerous volumes per year), divided over four 
issues. As a rule, two issues were published together so as 
to save postage costs. This is an unfortunate development 
as it contradicts the original purpose of issues: diminishing 
the time subscribers have to wait between the successive 
publications. Recently, this procedure of combining 
issues has taken reprehensible forms: sometimes volumes 
are combined without any reason. An example was the 
publication on 1 June 2012 of volumes 257–260 of the 
journal Sedimentary Geology; this 4-volume single ‘issue’ 
contained only 78 pages. It need not be mentioned that 
such practices should be avoided by any organization that 
wants information transfer to be clear and unambiguous.

Numbering of issues 
Volumes usually, but not always, consist of a number of 
issues. If the individual issues are large enough, or when 
they are published at irregular intervals, there is good 
reason to consider each of them as a volume, rather than 
as an issue, and to number them accordingly. If individual 
issues are small, there seems no good reason to consider 
them as volumes, with numbers that could easily become 
very large if the journal is published frequently. In such 
cases it seems more sensible to combine all issues published 
within a specific year into one volume. 

Individual issues forming part of a volume should 
clearly show not only to which volume they belong but also 
the number of the issue (for example, volume 56, number 
3). The issue number should be preferably in Arabic 
numerals, and should not follow or be followed by a letter. 
The number of pages within one issue is irrelevant, but the 
number of issues per volume should preferably be constant 
so that subscribers (including libraries) can easily deduce 
whether an issue is missing. 

As for volumes, there should be no hiatuses in issue 
numbers. Such hiatuses may occur when a special issue cannot 
be published in time and the following issue has already been 
printed. If the special issue, for whatever reason, fails to be 
published, a gap arises in the numbering. Publishing a regular 
issue later than its official predecessor is, obviously, also to be 
avoided. The lesson to be learnt is that issues should never be 
printed before the previous ones are ready. 

Year of publication 
Articles cannot be retrieved without problems if the year 
of publication is ambiguous. It is therefore essential that 
the year of publication is clearly indicated at all relevant 

places, that is, in the article, on the cover of the issue, and 
on the title page of the volume. This is another reason a 
volume should not cover two or more years (or parts of 
them). Retrievability of individual articles is theoretically 
not a problem if one volume contains articles published in 
different years, but in practice the accessibility of articles 
in such volumes is negatively influenced. It is also highly 
unattractive to have a title page for a bound volume with 
data such as ‘Volume 50, 2012 (p. 1–320), 2013 (p. 321–656)’. 

In the past, the problem of the publication year for 
volumes consisting of several issues has sometimes been 
solved by announcements such as ‘Volume 25, 2002/2003’. 
Even individual articles have been dated this way. Such an 
approach should be avoided, as it is obvious that an article 
can be published in only one specific year. In addition, 
most electronic databases cannot cope with more than one 
year of publication for volumes, issues, and articles. An 
individual issue (whether or not combined) should never 
cover two years either. Publishing a combined issue as, for 
instance, ‘Number 5/6 (October/December)’ should also 
be avoided, for the same reasons as for articles. 

A special problem is posed by issues or volumes that are 
published later than they should have been. Such a delay is 
not a problem from a documentalist’s point of view but it is 
a serious problem where priority is concerned (for example, 
in biological nomenclature). It is therefore advisable to 
indicate late publication by a clear statement, for instance 
as follows: ‘Volume 50, issue 4, December 2012 (published 
January 2013)’. This approach avoids the problem that 
would be posed by ‘Volume 50, issue 4, January 2013’ or 
‘Volume 50, issue 4, 2012/2013’. 

Numbering of pages 
Nothing seems simpler than page numbering. However, 
some journals follow a policy that makes it difficult to 
retrieve articles. The commonest problem is that some 
journals start page numbering from 1 in each issue, instead 
of continuing with consecutive page numbers. 

In reference lists – still an important source of literature 
for many researchers – the issue of a journal is commonly 
not indicated. The data ‘J. Johnson, vol. 52 (2003), p. 18–26’ 
indicate usually that the Johnson article is to be found 
near the beginning of volume 52. If it is, however, in issue 
number 12 (monthly issues) or 52 (weekly), it is to be found 
at the back of the volume. In addition, if one asks a librarian 
for a copy of volume 34, page 107 of a journal with issue-
related page numbering, it is impossible for the librarian to 
decide which page 107 is meant. Page numbering should 
therefore be continuous throughout all issues of a volume, 
including special issues.

In order to save costs, many journals put background or 
supplementary data (for example, appendices) online only, 
and simply refer to them in the print version. In such cases 
the online-only content must be clearly referenced with 
a URL and a title, for example, Brown 2013, Appendix A 
(online only, http://dx.doi.org/10.1234/JournalA12345).

Title page and list of contents 
Each issue of a journal should have a clear list of contents 

The ISSN of a journal 
Confusion about the correct title, or about a change in title, 
can be largely avoided by using an ISSN (International 
Standard Series Number). The ISSN has a function similar 
to that of the ISBN (International Standard Book Number) 
for books: it identifies a journal in an unambiguous way. 
Each journal should apply for its own ISSN; two different 
journals with similar titles will receive different ISSNs, so 
it should always be possible to find the correct journal. 
The assignment of ISSNs is handled by national agencies 
of the ISSN International Centre and coordinated by the 
International Centre itself (www.issn.org). The ISBN 
system is handled similarly: see www.isbninternational.org. 

A change in the title of a journal should be accompanied 
by a change in the ISSN, just as a revised edition of a 
book should have a new ISBN. An example is Geologische 
Rundschau, which changed its name to International 
Journal of Earth Sciences and simultaneously changed its 
ISSN from 001607835 to 1437-3254. Publishers who do not 
follow this rule make their products difficult to trace and 
retrieve; it is therefore difficult to understand why these 
rules are broken so frequently by publishers (commercial 
companies, learned societies, etc.). Journals with changed 
names but with unchanged ISSNs (an example is the 
Netherlands Journal of Geosciences / Geologie en Mijnbouw, 
which kept its ISSN 0016-7746) will be stored in databases 
in the following manner: ‘Journal X, volumes 1–30 (1981–
2012)’ and ‘Journal Y, volumes 31–… (2013–…)’.  

Note also that the print and electronic editions of the 
same journal should have different ISSNs (called e-ISSN 
and p-ISSN) – this is to recognise that the content in the 
print and electronic editions of the same journal may differ 
from each other and it is important to know which edition 
is the indexed version (whether the print or online).

Title and editor of special issues 
Most journals are published as volumes consisting of 
several issues. Some of these may have a special theme or 
be devoted to a special occasion. Such special issues are in 
some respects comparable to books (for this reason they 
can have an ISBN in addition to the regular ISSN) and 
therefore commonly receive a title (comparable to the title 
of a book). Usually their special character requires some 
editorial activity by a specialist or a specialist team. This 
specialist should be mentioned on the front cover of the 
issue as the guest editor (but in such a way that the special 
status is obvious), and the cover should also mention the 
special character of the issue, including its ‘book title’. It 
should also be clear, however, that the work is a journal 
issue; this implies that the issue should be printed in the 
same format as regular issues, with the journal title printed 
on the cover in the regular way. 

Two possible causes of confusion should be avoided. 
The regular editors should not be mentioned on the 
cover of a special issue that has a guest editor, even if the 
journal normally does so. There is, however, no objection 
to mentioning the regular editors at a place where no 
confusion can arise, e.g. on the inside cover where details 
of the journal are printed. Secondly, one should avoid the 

bibliographic confusion that may arise from a special issue 
that has a special title but no distinctly indicated guest 
editor, or that has a guest editor but no special title. 

A special issue should be a special issue indeed. This 
implies that it must be a complete issue, not half an issue. 
Sometimes a special issue is planned, and a guest editor 
charged to acquire specialist articles. Such a guest editor 
may be insufficiently aware of the problems she or he will 
meet, such as too few contributions of suitable quality 
within the time schedule set. This may result in a special 
issue which is so thin that the regular editors feel they 
should add some regular articles to obtain the minimum 
number of pages required for an issue. Because the special 
character of the special issue would thus get lost, the editors 
should decide between the following possibilities: (1) 
instead of publishing such a ‘halfspecial’ issue, publish the 
uncommonly thin special issue according to the original 
time schedule, (2) postpone publication of the special issue, 
or (3) stop the project completely. 

Such an approach is also to be preferred because 
confusion easily arises about editorial responsibility for the 
individual articles if articles are published in a special issue 
that also contains regular contributions. 

Numbering of volumes and issues 
It seems selfevident that each volume and each issue should 
have an unambiguous, understandable and logical number. 
In practice, however, volumes and issues are frequently 
provided with numbers that may lead to confusion or that 
– for no good reason – hamper the retrieval of articles for 
which not all data are known exactly. 

Numbering of volumes 
Most journals are published as volumes. Volume numbers 
should preferably be presented in the form of consecutive 
Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, ...). Ideally there should be one 
volume per year, with each volume coinciding with one 
calendar year, even if so many issues are published that 
a complete volume cannot be bound into one book. A 
clear relationship between year of publication and volume 
number helps in tracing articles. 

Having two volumes with identical or seemingly 
identical numbers should be avoided at all times. Seemingly 
identical volume numbers may be present if a journal 
has editions A, B, etc.; an example is Geografiska Annaler 
with series A (Physical geography) and Series B (Human 
geography). In practice such letters are often neglected in 
references and even in databases (many databases cannot 
handle volume numbers that contain both numbers and 
letters), making articles from such editions difficult to 
access. Instead of letters added to the volume numbers it 
would be better to use truly different titles, such as done by, 
for instance, Nature (Nature, Nature Neuroscience, Nature 
Chemistry, Nature Geoscience, etc.) and PLOS (PLOS ONE, 
PLOS Medicine, PLOS Biology, etc.). 

For similar reasons it is important that volume numbers 
should not be missed out in a sequence of numbers. Some 
journals show hiatuses of several years (volume numbers), 
because they changed their title for a time and then changed 
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so that those receiving the issue can rapidly and effectively 
find whether it includes articles of interest to them. A list of 
contents should be easy for the reader to find – commonly 
on the first page of the issue (or, in journals with front 
advertising, after the adverts). Sometimes they are placed on 
the front or back covers, but this is becoming increasingly 
uncommon (although in some disciplines it remains the 
standard). Many journals also include subheadings so that 
readers can easily find ‘book reviews’ or other sections of 
the journal. Some journals have a ‘title page’ followed (on 
the next right-hand page) by the contents. This is similar to 
books, but it is probably unnecessary in journals where the 
title page only duplicates the front cover. 

The requirements for a volume consisting of a number 
of issues that are bound together, for example, for use in a 
library, are completely different, because the list of contents 
then serves other objectives. People often remember that 
an interesting paper about subject X was published in 
Journal Y in 2011 or 2012, without remembering the 
precise name(s) of the author(s) or the title. In such cases, a 
proper list of contents facilitates retrieval of the document. 
A list of the complete contents of the entire volume should 
therefore be easily accessible. Many journals provide such 
a list at the end of the last issue of the volume. This is an 
acceptable solution, but bound volumes also need a title 
page. A separate section starting with a title page is therefore 
sometimes included with the last issue of a volume. The 
title page should mention at least the title of the journal, the 
volume number, the year of publication, and the editor(s). 
It should preferably also mention the characteristics of the 
individual issues (including titles of special issues and the 
names of the guest editors, if any), the first and last page 
numbers of the various issues, and their publication date. 
The title page should be followed by the list of contents, 
in order of publication. The section with the title page and 
the list of contents should preferably continue with one or 
more indexes. 

Indexes 
Good indexes greatly contribute to the retrievability 
of articles. Each volume should preferably contain two 
alphabetical indexes: one giving the authors’ names and 
one giving the main topics dealt with. 

The index of authors should mention the names of all 
the authors, the title of the article, and the page numbers. 
The second and any other author should be included in 
the list under his or her own name to facilitate tracing the 
works of a specific author. Such entries should be of the 
form ‘Johnson, J.: see Smith, S.’, with full details given under 
the first author’s name. 

The index of topics should preferably be based on the 
keywords provided with each article. Well-chosen key 
words are therefore important, particularly because they 
often serve as input for databases. 

The masthead
The masthead is a term used to denote the basic information 
about a journal. This information needs to be easy to locate 
and ideally presented in one place – often inside the front 

cover or on one of the first pages of the issue. Much of the 
information is important, but not crucial for everyone, so is 
often typeset in very small type so that all the information 
can be squeezed onto one page.

The masthead should include basic information from the 
aims and scope of the journal to the publication frequency 
and contact details. For example it may contain the following:
•	 full journal title (and subtitle or former title if relevant);
•	 ISSN;
•	 journal aims and scope;
•	 name/address of publisher;
•	 name and contact details of editor-in-chief and/or the 

editorial office;
•	 details of the owning organization or publisher;
•	 contact details for the other parts of the journal, for 

example the book reviews editor or the  advertising 
manager;

•	 list of editors / editorial board / editorial panel (ideally 
with their countries to show international or national 
coverage);

•	 frequency of publication (for example, ‘Published 
monthly’);

•	 subscription price (or, if an open access journal 
charging publication fees, then these);

•	 ordering (and claiming) information – contact address, 
etc;

•	 copyright notice;
•	 abstracting and indexing information;
•	 journal website.

It is worth noting that inclusion in indexing services is 
often seen by readers (and potential authors) as a sign of 
the journal’s quality; therefore, it is important to include 
them within the masthead (or elsewhere as appropriate). A 
regular check should be made at least once a year whether 
all the databases mentioned still cover the journal. 

Practice is often frightening 
The above suggestions for optimizing the effectiveness of 
volume and issue publishing may seem trivial, but practice 
shows that even the most logical rules are sometimes 
neglected. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to deal 
with practical examples, but strange mistakes can often be 
found, such as articles with a running head mentioning a 
year of publication that differs from the year mentioned 
in the abstract, or one issue with articles that show 
different years of publication. Surprisingly enough, even 
experienced editors, thorough learned societies, and 
renowned commercial publishers make mistakes of this 
kind that hamper the tracing of their journals as a whole 
and the tracing of the articles in these journals. 

Authors, editors, and publishers alike should do their 
best to prevent all the effort and money spent on research 
and development from being wasted because the written 
results cannot be traced. Editors often claim that they 
are the most thorough link in the chain of scientific 
information transfer. It therefore seems primarily their task 
to ensure that the presentation of journals is optimized. The 
suggestions and recommendations made here may help to 
prevent shortcomings. 
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Perhaps one of the most rewarding experiences in an editor’s 
job is developing a publication that is truly appreciated and 
treasured by its readers. The key to a successful publication 
is ‘opening’ information to its intended audience: making 
that information accessible and not just available.

In fact, providing accurate information is one thing, 
but rendering it understandable and enjoyable to consult 
is another. 

Presenting information in an appealing format is not 
always easy and requires careful planning with involvement 
of both the editorial team and graphics department, 
working towards a common vision. Because readers are 
more engaged when a clearly written text is combined 
with an orderly structure and a pleasant graphical layout, 
it is important that the editor has some basic knowledge of 
design and how it can apply to different kinds of content. 

Generally speaking, we can define a good text (book, 
journal, or other) by its level of readability and legibility. 
While readability mostly concerns the ease of understanding 
the contents of a text and depends on the style and syntax 
used, legibility specifically refers to the ease of reading the 
words and mostly depends on typographical characteristics 
(for example, font, size, colours) and design (for example, 
page layout, letter and line spacing). 

Here, we will focus on those aspects influencing legibility 
and provide general recommendations on publication 
design for both print and web content. Note that the first 
section below refers to printed design, however most of the 
principles apply equally to online design. The particular 
requirements of web design are considered later in the 
chapter. 

Planning layout
When planning a new publication, free from ties to other 
editions or book series, the best approach is to consider 
who will be reading the text, in which setting, and for what 
reason. By considering the project from the reader’s point 
of view you will be able to foresee many of the readers’ 
expectations and plan design accordingly. For example, 
will the reader be using the text as desk reference or as one-
time narrative? Will the reader be doing something else 
simultaneously? How familiar is the reader with the topic? 
How much text will be read during a single reading session? 
See Table 1 for a summary of the questions you need to ask 
for print publications, and suitable design features for the 
responses.

Planning density 
Books, monographs, or journals should be designed to 
fit a number of pages (multiples of 4 – that is, 8, 16, 32, 
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64, etc.) within standard page formats. This reduces paper 
wastage during the printing process as well as production 
costs. You can either start planning the design from a fixed 
number of pages (and use this to decide the space that will 
be dedicated to the contents), or start from the contents 
available and calculate the pages needed to fit them. 

Either way, for budgeting purposes, you or the designer 
will need to do a character count for all components of 
text (main text, appendix, footnotes, references) to start 
drafting the page layout. Typically, the character count is 
calculated by multiplying the average number of characters 
per line times the number of lines on a page. In the count, 
you must also include the space occupied by empty lines, 
page divisions, and larger titles, smaller footnotes, and 
artwork. This is often called ‘casting off ’ and in book 
work, it is common to make a character count and then 
add approximately 20% to cover partial pages at the end 
of chapters and to assume that all figures and tables will be 
half a page in size.

First pages
The front pages in a book, a chapter or a manuscript, 
should be the pages welcoming the reader at the doorstep, 
inviting him/her to enter and read on. First pages should 
be a bit more airy, having a mix of white space and visual 
elements to capture the reader’s attention. In the pages 
following the first, as the reader becomes more engaged 
and concentrated on the contents, blocks of written text can 
become a bit denser.

Page division
The most common practice in publishing is to present 
narrative writing into one full column and specialist 
reference material in two or three justified columns equally 
distanced on the page. In fact, a text read for leisure 
purposes appears more appealing when it is presented as 
a thread of smoothly flowing text, whereas a dry, technical 
text will appear more manageable if broken down into 
narrower columns.

Keep in mind, however, that when text is distributed 
into columns, font size is generally made smaller and 
consequently, more letters can be fitted into the column. 

Line length
The recommended length is 60–80 characters. Setting 
lines about 50 characters wide makes it easier for the 
eyes to distinguish the letters and words, and overall, 
ease the reading process, as it avoids forcing the reader to 
continually move their neck and eyes from the end of one 
line to the beginning of the next. 

Generally, longer line lengths should be visually 
compensated for by setting extra spacing between lines.

Having lines with less than 50 characters increases 
hyphenation at the end of the lines, but this can, in most 
cases, be accounted for by the graphic designer fixing the 
letter tracking.

Typesetting
Typesetting refers to the arrangement of text into type 
(Table 2), and the choice of type style and size.

Typefaces and font style
The most known and used typefaces are Arial, Garamond, 
Gill Sans, Helevetica, Palatino, and Times New Roman. 
These help you avoid incompatibility errors when your 
document passes from one computer to another (especially 
when it passes to your graphics department). In most areas 
of publishing, typefaces with serifs (curls) are preferred, as 
they are more relaxing for the eye. However sans serif is 
used for more technical documents or smaller sections of 
a text to achieve a more orderly look. Sans serif text is also 
used on publications that strive to look modern and ‘clean’.

Font size
The text should present one font size consistently 
throughout the text; for example 16 points for titles, 12 for 
subheadings, 10 for regular text, and 8 or 9 for footnotes 
and references. This, however, is quite variable and depends 
on the style guide of reference.

Orienting the reader 
In the case of scientific text matter, it is recommended to 
break down the volume of text into smaller sections by 
adding subtitles at various levels, to provide the reader with 
indications on the overall logical organization and help 
him/her locate text easily across the pages and sections.

Headers and titles
Ideally, there are no more than 4 levels of headings within the 
text, and the design must make it easy for readers to identify 
the hierarchy. This is usually achieved by using bold, then 
bold italic, then italic then roman styles for the headings. 
The higher levels of headings are usually in a larger size 
than the text, with additional space around them to clearly 
differentiate them from the body of text. Before a design can 
be established, it is important to know how many levels of 
heading there are in the text. Another important feature is 
that the style used for headers is consistent throughout a 
publication – and in a journal between issues.

Headers that remind the readers of the section and the 
number of the chapter they are in should be in a different 
font and typeface, distinguishing them from other titles or 
the main text.

Aesthetic considerations

Variety and artistic appeal
Despite scientific publications’ need for sobriety, some 
degree of graphic variety is desirable, as it gives visual relief 

to the eye and is a useful tool in strategic communications 
(for example, attracting the reader’s attention to arid lists of 
data in tables or footnotes).

Variety is most easily achieved by introducing figures, 
tables and boxes of text. It can also be achieved, however, 
by using complementary typefaces, framing blocks of text 
with white space, indenting paragraphs, or avoiding long 
blocks of capital letters. Note that words written entirely 
in capitals are more difficult to read than upper and lower 
case, so this generally should be avoided. 

Remember that although variety is aesthetically useful, 
the reader should be presented with a uniform graphic 
style throughout the publication, in line with the aesthetic 
expectations of the intended readership. If too much variety 
is introduced, the publication will simply look untidy, 
unstructured, and difficult to navigate.

Balance and contrast
Overall, the aim of planning layout is to ensure the proper 
balance of all the visual elements on the page. Readers will 
not notice, perhaps, the font you have chosen, nor how 
many indents or lines are used between paragraphs, but they 
will be affected by the overall picture (as for thumbnails).

Although this aspect is usually the responsibility of the 
designer, keep in mind that good readability is achieved 
by first, creating a contrast between blocks of printed text 
and the white page space surrounding them, second, neatly 
organizing blocks of texts, titles, paragraphs or spacing, 
and third, creating identifiable patterns of text that give 
direction and measure to the reading. 

Web publishing
Most of these principles also apply to the web. The main 
issue relating to web publication is the time constraint 
posed by the limited attention span of web surfers. The 
layout must be presented in a predictable pattern for the 
reader, so that the enclosed information can be found 
and accessed rapidly. Navigation bars, titles and subtitles, 
hypertext, and lists are all good navigational tools to focus 
the reader’s attention on the keywords of interest before 
they click on to some other destination.

Websites
Because the average user stays on the same page for only a 
few seconds, it is important that all key messages and images 
are on the upper half of the page, which will appear on the 
screen without the need for the user to scroll further. For 
example you may hear someone say that there is too much 
of the article ‘below the fold’ – this means that the reader 
must scroll down the page to access it. Because people are 
very resistant to scrolling, all important information must 
appear ‘above the fold’.

Navigation bars are conventionally placed at the top or 
the left side of the page, while animated banners are set 
to the right. The company or institution’s logo is set at the 
upper left corner, which is where the eye goes first.

Page space can be divided either into 1, 2 or 3 columns, 
as long as the main text is immediately identifiable from 
other types of text. Separation between modules of text can 
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be obtained by framing boxes of text with white space. 
The text layout presented in the home page should be 

maintained throughout all pages of the website to guarantee 
uniformity and consolidate brand/institutional identity.

PDFs, e-books and e-journals
Many publishers provide PDF versions of the full text. 
These mimic the printed design and still remain the most 
popular means of accessing online content for many 
communities. In addition to PDFs, publishers increasingly 
provide full-text HTML files. These may be easier to open 
(smaller file sizes), but the layout is often quite different 
from the printed book. For example it is not acceptable 
to try and present multiple columns of text on a webpage. 
HTML full text also has the additional advantage of being 
easier to manipulate to provide the reader with additional 
functionality, for example, links within the text to other 
websites, multimedia items, and interactive graphics. 
Where these are added, their presentation must also be 
carefully considered, so that they fit with the overall design 
of the website and content.

One problem with HTML, however, is that web pages 
may appear (or render) differently in different browsers. 
Also, if users access the web pages on tablets or smart 
phones they will also have a different visual experience. 
It then becomes important for you to ensure that your 
website displays correctly on all the different browsers that 
your users are likely to use, and now also on tablets and 
mobile phones.

E-books usually use the same design as the printed book 
(with the exception of extremely complex reference books, 
such as travel guides, which are converted into interactive 
multimedia publications for e-book readers). However, 
there may still be rendering problems on different devices, 
and you need to seek expert technical assistance to ensure 
that they remain readable and problem-free in this 
environment. 

Website navigation and presentation
It is important to ensure that your readers can get to the 
content with as few clicks as possible. To achieve this, most 
journal publishers put the most current issue on the home 
page. From the issue’s table of contents, the reader is offered 
the various access options under each article (PDF, abstract, 
HTML, etc.) without having to open each article. Some 
publishers provide a pop-up abstract, so as the reader’s 
cursor hovers over the article title, the abstract will appear, 
saving them the need to click on the title to view it.

Eye movement patterns
Usability test have shown that web users generally scan text 
on the screen according to an ‘F’ shaped reading pattern.1 
In other words, the reader reads the first few lines and then 
scans down the monitor, reading only the first two words 
(or about 15 characters) of the lines below, occasionally 
reading further ahead at the middle of the screen. 

Therefore, suggestions are to locate all your important 
messages in the first lines, and make sure to choose 
keywords that can astutely anticipate the meaning of what 

follows and entice the reader to read more.
In the case of graphic elements, the user’s eyes are 

generally attracted by larger objects first, and then to 
smaller ones.
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Table 1. General considerations to keep in mind when planning the layout for a new print publication

Settings Technical considerations and suggestions
What kind of information will be provided 
in the text?

Narrative or technical content?

Technical: distribute text into two or three columns, from 40–50 
characters of width. Opt for smaller font sizes (for example, 10pt).

Narrative: distribute text into a single column, about 70–80 characters 
wide or less. Allow wider spacing between lines.

How complex is the information in the text? 

Theoretical, highly technical or step-by-step 
instructions?

Average complexity: Divide text into hierarchical order.

High complexity: Divide sections further into manageable pieces of 
information (for example, paragraphs) that are compatible with a 
logical outline of the topic. 

Signal the end of one concept and the introduction of a new one with a 
wider white space between blocks of text.

In what setting will the text be read?

Will it be read by a technician under a fume 
hood?

Make consultation and handling of technical matter easier. Plan 
for large easy-to-flip pages and resistant binding. As to page layout, 
leave wider spacing between lines, choose larger fonts to create good 
contrast on the page, use bulleted listings for explaining steps and titles 
and subtitles to clearly map contents. Distribute content across the 
page's full width.

For narrative texts intended for leisure reading you may reduce space 
between lines.

How often will it be consulted?

One time-only reading, or desk reference?

For reference books that are consulted on a daily basis, choose 
a binding that makes the book durable, yet easy to handle and 
comfortable to read the full line length (or to make photocopies). Also, 
leave page margins and spacing between lines for the reader's notes.

What layout does the target audience expect 
to see?

Would they appreciate a non-conventional 
design?

Keeps standards up to the readers’ expectations and adapt text to fit to 
familiar layouts.

Do not save on white space by squeezing too much text into fewer 
pages, or waste pages on minor content.

Chose sober (sans serif) fonts void of distracting elements for technical 
matter, and more elegant/elaborate ones for narrative or high-end 
books.

How long will the publication be 
circulating?

Will there be a new updated edition next year?

In the case of scientific print matter consider the publication’s shelf life 
and time of validity and accomodate the production costs accordingly. 

To fit as much text as possible on each page, text can be distributed 
into 3 columns, using smaller font sizes (10 pt). Some scholarly 
journals layout the abstract on 2 columns, and the main text below on 
3 columns. 

Consider also separating additional (less frequently read) information 
from the main text into text boxes and using a font one or two sizes 
smaller.

How much are your readers willing to spend 
on this publication and for this topic?

Will the company pay for this or is it out of 
their own pockets?

If the topic is relevant, the reader will be more willing to buy and own 
the book or journal. 

In the case of artistic or narrative content, artwork and appealing 
graphic design will be expected. 
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Table 2. Most commonly used typesetting terms that editors must be familiar with to interact with the graphic department. 
For a fuller list see www.proximasoftware.com/fontexpert/terms

Term Definition
Font A complete set of type of one style and size (Arial bold, Arial italic, etc.) 
Font size (also called type size) Size of font, measured in points
Gutter The inner margins of facing pages (between text and binding) or between two 

columns
Header and footer The lines above and below the body of text – often containing the chapter or article 

name and page numbers
Leading The vertical space between lines of type
Letterspacing (also called 
tracking)

Adjusting space between letters to fit into one line or to avoid extremely long empty 
spaces between words

Literal A typographical error
Makeup Arrangement of type and graphic elements for layout
Overmatter Type matter exceeding the space available
Pagination The numbering of pages
Point Fundamental unit of measurement in typography. 1cm= 28.35pt
Typeface A set of alphabetical characters, numbers, and other characters that all have the 

same style (for example, Arial, Garamond, Times New Roman) 
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Introduction
Publication in books and journals is not the only method 
of disseminating information, and there has been a recent 
growth in grey literature – materials that have not been 
formally published. In recognition of these materials there 
have been frequent conferences organized by Textrelease, an 
independent programme and conference bureau operating 
in the field of grey literature, since 1993 (http://www.
textrelease.com/). At the conference held in New York in 
20041 the following definition for grey literature was adopted:

Information produced on all levels of government, 
academia, business and industry in electronic and print 
formats not controlled by commercial publishing, i.e. 
where publishing is not the primary activity.

This description is still accepted by the experts of the 
“grey community”.

The importance of grey literature to scientific and academic 
knowledge, and the background behind the guidelines for 
a more formal process of producing these materials can be 
read in the EASE journal, European Science Editing2. Authors 
of grey literature should accept the challenge of producing an 
editorially correct document by themselves and at the same 
time be aware of their new responsibility associated with 
easy dissemination through the net.

 “Nancy style” guidelines
The Internet has meant that grey literature is more easily 
discovered and has led to greater dissemination and greater 
responsibility for authors to ensure that their works are 
presented in a way that makes them easy to discover and 
read, easy to cite, and easy to determine the quality of 
organisation/authorship behind them3,4.

A proposal to develop guidelines for grey literature 
producers was presented by the Istituto Superiore di Sanità 
to the 7th International Conference on Grey Literature held 
in Nancy, France, in December 2005 (hence the informal 
name “Nancy style”)5. Later, this “Nancy Group” became 
formally known as the Grey Literature International Steering 
Committee (GLISC). The GLISC web site (http://www.glisc.
info) contains the Guidelines in English and also their official 
translations in Italian, French, German and Spanish.

The Guidelines6 were created primarily to help authors 
and grey literature producers in their joint task of writing 
and distributing accurate, clear, easily accessible reports in 
different fields. Their goal is to permit basic editorial and 
ethical principles to be used in the independent and correct 
production of reports without formal editorial assistance.

6.4: Grey literature: challenges and responsibilities for 
authors and editors 
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Report structure: a basic step towards quality
Grey literature producers appreciate reports that are 
easy to edit and readers want documents that are easy to 
read and understand. Therefore producers are strongly 
recommended to issue instructions to guide authors in the 
production of a formally correct document that is ready 
to be distributed. Advice on format and style, illustrations 
and so on should also be included. Institutional reports 
may be produced at different levels: some institutions have 
an editorial office that deals with publications in general 
and therefore also with grey literature, while others issue 
reports without editorial support. Instructions to authors 
should provide a standard structure for these reports.

Understanding the importance of correct structure is 
essential for document production. Each element in the 
document structure can be tagged to facilitate standard 
general search engines (like Google). The basic organization 
of a report is given here, although we strongly recommend 
that the GLISC Guidelines6 should be consulted directly, 
since explanations are given below for only some items.

Front matter

Front cover
The front cover should contain the basic bibliographic 
information needed to identify the document; for economy, 
the title page often takes the place of the front cover, 
especially for internet versions.

Title page
The items included on the title page (which is the preferred 
source of bibliographic information) correspond in part to 
those on the first page of journal articles or entire volumes 
(see the relevant chapters in this Handbook):
•	 full name of the issuing organization and its logo;
•	 title of the report; 
•	 authors’ names and institutional affiliations;
•	 report identifiers (unique alphanumeric designations 

identifying the responsible organization, the report 
series/collection and the individual report);

•	 ISSN, ISBN, e-ISSN and other codes; 
•	 place and date of publication.

Back of the title page
This should include information shown on the title page 
(e.g. report title, authors, etc.) and the following items:
•	 abstract and key words (in English and the original 

language, if not English);
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in the instructions to authors, to make authors aware of 
editorial problems and help them to tailor the document.

The system of revision editing recommended for issuing 
organizations that work directly with authors includes three 
levels of revision: rush edit, standard edit, and professional 
edit7, where attention to detail is increased at each level. All 
levels of revision take into account:
•	 Policy

m  The document must not contravene the aims and 
scope of the issuing organization; no human or 
animal rights should be infringed; copyright must 
be respected; promotion of specific commercial 
products or services should be avoided.

•	 Technical content
m The document must be coherent, consistent 

and balanced in each part, and all cited tables, 
figures, and references should be included and 
correct.

•	 Copy-editing
m  The document should be revised, with attention 

paid to language, grammar, format and style, 
typographical and spelling errors, garbled 
passages, format inconsistency, missing lines 
and words, etc.

A final recommendation to grey literature producers: 
read the entire content of the Guidelines6 carefully before 
starting to produce a document, then check all items. If 
possible, leave the text for a while and then read it again, or 
get someone else to check it before it is published.

Copyright
Issuing organizations should make their position on 
copyright clear to authors and to others who might be 
interested in using editorial content from their documents.

Copyright laws may differ among countries but copyright 
in an institutional report usually belongs to the issuing 
organization. In this case it must be clearly identified in 
the report with the symbol ©, followed by the name of 
the issuing organization and the year of publication. A 
non-exclusive rights agreement may offer an alternative 
to copyright as this provides a guarantee to the publishing 
body that the content is not in breach of earlier copyright, 
and at the same time allows authors to use other means of 
publication and distribution for their work.

In the last ten years, another way to manage copyright 
issues is represented by the use of Creative Commons (CC) 
licenses. They are not an alternative to copyright, but enable 
organizations to modify copyright terms to best suit different 
needs. The CC is a nonprofit organization providing free and 
easy-to-use copyright licenses to share and use creative works, 
including grey literature, in a simple and standardized way. 

However, once issued it is important that the user rights 
are made clear. For example are users allowed to download, 
print and distribute the content without permission? Are 
they allowed to translate it, or to use within other reports, 
perhaps for commercial reasons? And if permission is 
required, who does the user contact? See the later chapter 
on Copyright within this Handbook.

E-publishing and institutional repositories
To facilitate long-term access and preservation it is advised 
that grey literature is deposited in institutional repositories 
(rather than simply put on a part of an institutional 
website which may not have the security of a repository 
– pages may be taken down or reorganised leading to a 
problem accessing the content in the future). Some of the 
larger discipline repositories (e.g. ArXiv and RePec) may 
also be willing to accept grey literature, and although 
PubMed Central does not, the recently founded Europe 
PubMedCentral (http://europepmc.org/) is investigating 
how to collect and provide access to such materials as 
biological patents, clinical guidelines, PhD theses and 
research reports.

It is also important that grey literature producers 
should develop and implement policies on archiving, 
error correction, version control, permanent access and 
preservation.
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•	 name and email address of the corresponding author;
•	 source of support (grants); 
•	 copyright notice; 
•	 date of submission; 
•	 place and date of publication; 
•	 other editorial responsibilities (legal requirements, 

printing office, editorial staff, etc.).

Table of contents
The contents list facilitates immediate understanding of 
the contents and increases online usability. It contains the 
main headings and the corresponding page numbers. Its 
structure depends on the report type (e.g. a handbook of 
technical procedures requires a detailed table of contents to 
help readers to locate information):
•	 list of abbreviations, acronyms or other special terms 

(if any);
•	 preface (if any).

Body of report

Introduction
The introduction should provide the background to the 
work (i.e. the nature of the problem and its significance) 
and point out the specific purposes of the study without 
including data or conclusions. It should not be numbered.

Core of report
The core of the report represents the main part of the 
document and topics should be presented in a logical 
sequence. The structure depends on the document type 
(handbook, research protocol, progress report, etc.). Figures 
and tables essential for understanding the text should be 
included, but if many tables or figures on the same subject 
interrupt the flow of the text, such information should be 
presented in appendices, which may also contain other 
supplementary material.

Conclusions
Conclusions should consist of a clear and orderly presentation 
of the deductions made after full consideration of the work. 
They may include some quantitative data (but not too much 
detail) and recommendations for further actions.

Acknowledgements
Help given in the preparation of the report may be 
acknowledged but it is not usual to acknowledge minor 
assistance, routine checking or secretarial work.

List of references
All sources of information directly used to prepare the text 
should be listed at the end of the body of the report. It is not 
correct to cite secondary sources of information. Citations 
in the text may be indicated by consecutive Arabic numerals 
or by author and year of publication.

The rules for citations in grey literature are the same as 
for open literature. In the biomedical field the use of the 
“Vancouver style” is recommended (see examples at www.
nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html).

End matter

Appendices
Appendices are used to present supplementary material 
(illustrations or tables, descriptions of equipment and 
techniques, questionnaires used for surveys, raw data, etc.) 
that is necessary for completeness but would interrupt 
the flow of reading if inserted in the core of the report, or 
material that is of interest only to specialists in the field.

Indexes
Indexes list the main contents or items appearing in a 
report (personal or geographical names, or other topics) 
and are arranged in alphabetical order. They are useful for 
long reports or texts that may be consulted out of sequence. 
The type of index depends on the document type (e.g. an 
authors’ index in conference proceedings, an analytical 
index in handbooks). Indexes represent added value and 
enhance the usability of the document.

Back cover
The back cover should contain the name, address and 
website address of the issuing organization and other 
relevant information.

Tables and figures
Tables and figures (graphs, maps, photographs, flowcharts, 
drawings, etc.) play a significant part in the presentation 
of concepts and should be carefully organized. They 
summarize and emphasize key points, improve clarity 
and reduce narrative length. They are both an integral and 
an independent part of the text, but should be limited to 
those supporting the work. Each table or figure should be 
numbered consecutively in the order of its first citation in 
the text and include a brief title. Illustrations should be cited 
in the text and placed soon after their citation (not before). 
Use of colour for illustrations should be carefully checked 
as, although websites use colour, many grey literature 
documents may be still printed in black on white paper.

Revision editing, last but not least
The technical content of a document, whether grey or not, 
is its most important attribute. If the content is flawed, it is 
irrelevant that the document looks typographically perfect, 
has excellent design and page layout, and no grammatical 
errors.

As grey literature is not generally peer reviewed or 
produced with editorial support, authors must appreciate 
the importance of careful revision of their texts before these 
are distributed. Revision is a process that ensures that the 
technical content is complete, accurate, understandable to 
the intended audience, and in accordance with the mission 
of the institution. This process markedly improves the 
quality of the report.

Levels of revision depend on different factors, 
including speed of publication, time availability, and/or 
access to specialized editorial staff, a budget, etc. Issuing 
organizations should promote the importance of revision 
editing for grey literature and include its basic principles 
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Reference linking
Reference linking is the practice of creating links from 
references to where the content can be found online. 
Users can move seamlessly from resource to resource by 
clicking on a link within a citation, at which point they are 
given more information about the resource and (in most 
cases) are directed to the full text of the item. Linking is 
convenient for the reader, and serves the secondary purpose 
of providing more information about the item. 

The practice of reference linking has been growing over 
the past decade, beginning with linking between journal 
articles. Increasingly reference links are being included 
within books and in other types of documents as well. 
There is also increasingly support for linking research 
articles to datasets.

Reference links fall into a few general categories:
•	 publisher linking used by many publishers or journal 

platforms to link directly within their own journal or 
collection of titles (example: Elsevier’s ScienceDirect);

•	 aggregator linking used by database vendors, for 
instance (example: Ebsco Academic Search Premier, 
or Cambridge Scientific Abstracts – CSA);

•	 linking through library link resolvers;
•	 cross-platform linking: established by publishers 

through reciprocal agreements or participation in 
CrossRef.

Reference linking only works if the links lead somewhere 
useful; it is important to ensure that the links are persistent. 
Link rot is a problem throughout the internet, and even 
though scholarly publications may be slightly less immune, 
there is still evidence that ’non-working’ links are a 
problem. In a book published in 2010, the authors studied 
online footnotes used between 2000 and 2003 in nine 
journals for communication studies. Although the rate of 
’footnote flight’ varied, the authors estimated the collective 
half-life rate to be 3.95 years, as only 1,083 (47%) of the 
2,305 citations worked when checked in late 2006.1

DOIs 
Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) are alphanumeric strings 
assigned to digital objects. Each DOI is unique and, once 
assigned to an item, remains a constant locator, which does 
not change even as the object moves from URL to URL. 
A DOI link consists of two parts: the DOI directory URL 
(http://dx.doi.org/), and the DOI itself. When combined 
with ‘dx.doi.org’, the DOI is made into a link. When you 
click on a DOI link you are directed to the URL registered 
for the DOI. URLs in the DOI directory are updated by 
the publisher when an item changes location, ensuring 
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persistence. The DOI System and directory are overseen 
by the International DOI Foundation (www.doi.org/). DOI 
resolution is based on the Handle system (http://www.
handle.net/), which is managed by the Corporation for 
National Research Initiatives (CNRI).

DOIs are assigned to a range of content, but have been 
most readily embraced by the world of scholarly publishing, 
and researchers needing to create persistent links to their 
resources. 

CrossRef
CrossRef is a membership organization composed 
primarily of scholarly publishers. Members include 
academic societies, university presses, commercial 
publishers, open access publishers, and repositories. 
Libraries, vendors and other third parties are members 
as well, but participate at a different level. CrossRef is the 
official DOI link registration agency for scholarly and 
professional publications.

CrossRef is very much a collaborative effort. Publisher 
members commit to depositing and maintaining DOIs for 
all online journal content, but members also commit to 
querying the CrossRef system to harvest DOIs deposited by 
other members. The retrieved DOI links are then included 
in their reference lists published online. This practice, 
known as reference linking, is an integral part of CrossRef 
as an organization. 

CrossRef has been established as a DOI Registration 
Agency for many years and CrossRef DOIs are primarily 
assigned to scholarly content. Other registration agencies 
provide linking services to different types of content, with 
some registries managing specific languages. For example, 
the China National Knowledge Infrastructure  (CNKI) 
is the DOI Registration Agency for Chinese language 
content, which is not accepted in CrossRef. Any English 
language content will still come to CrossRef. However, an 
agreement has recently been made, whereby CNKI will 
become a sponsoring entity (a CrossRef agent) in China 
to help publishers register their English-language scholarly 
articles (and other content) with CrossRef.

In other areas specific agencies manage specific 
content. DataCite (http://datacite.org/), for example, is a 
Registration Agency for datasets which are increasingly 
being cited within the literature. Both CrossRef and 
DataCite collaborate with CrossCite (http://www.crosscite.
org/cn/), a service that supports DOI content negotiation, 
a method of representing different versions of a resource.

DOIs from an end-user perspective
From an end-user perspective, DOIs are used primarily in 
citations, both in print and online. As of the 6th edition, 
the Publication Manual of the American Psychological 
Association2 recommends that authors include DOIs in 
citations of both print and online resources, allowing 
researchers to easily locate a cited item by clicking on, or 
in the case of print, typing in, simple DOI links. DOIs for 
journal articles, books, and conference proceedings have 
become the standard persistent identifier for most scholarly 
publishing disciplines. 

In addition to creating durable links, DOIs reliably 
identify content. If you follow a CrossRef DOI to an article, 
you can be assured that the page you are viewing is the 
publisher-maintained version of the article (rather than, 
for example, an earlier unedited version). CrossRef DOIs 
are primarily assigned to individual articles, but publishers 
often opt to assign DOIs on a broader level, using them 
to link to title and issue level pages, as well as tables of 
contents. 

CrossRef members deposit DOIs by submitting XML-
containing citation metadata and DOIs to the CrossRef 
system. CrossRef stores the metadata in a lookup service, 
and registers the DOI and URL in the central DOI 
directory. As a result, citation metadata is associated 
with all CrossRef DOIs, making them retrievable via the 
CrossRef lookup services. This allows CrossRef DOIs to 
be widely distributed, and supports collaborative reference 
linking between CrossRef members. 

Reference linking services
The use and registration of DOIs also allows other 
integrated services to help researchers and publishers. 
For example, CrossRef members may also participate 
in ‘cited-by’ linking, a service that allows publishers to 
display citations from other publications that cite their 
content. This provides an easy way to ‘forward-link’ from 
one article to another/others, which subsequently cite(s) 
it. The cited-by linking network only accesses the data of 
participating members, but the number of participants is 
growing constantly. 

Another service is CrossCheck, in which members 
can check for plagiarism using the database retained by 
CrossRef (see Chapter 5.5 on plagiarism).

Summary
Although publishers may think that they are unlikely to 
move their content from one website to another, it is an 
all-too-common problem. For example, when a website 
is redesigned the internal links may change and the URLs 
may alter sufficiently leading to broken links. The use of 
DOIs or other permanent links can avoid this problem and 
ensure that research paths travelling the body of literature 
are not impeded.
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